
ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAY ON NOT LEGALIZING MARIJUANA

Argumentative essay sample against legalization of marijuana in the US. The provided reason for such opinion is that
marijuana causes harm.

Dagsljusno smoking weed results for law essay examples on how to write an examination of prostitution
argumentative essay:. Marijuana is a gateway drug that leads to the use of "harder" and more dangerous drugs.
This addictive potential may be less than that of opiates; but the belief, especially among adolescents, that the
drug is not addictive is misguided. The second reason, which seems important to me, is the fact that marijuana
is legalized in 20 states of America already ProCon. Illinois has already somewhat decriminalized pot
somewhat and legalized medical marijuana as well. This plant, the material to make marijuana, has appeared
for a long time, the scientists have found that the Chinese used cannabis seed as one of their food sources
Recreational Marijuana The question of recreational marijuana is a broader social policy consideration
involving implications of the effects of legalization on international drug cartels, domestic criminal justice
policy, and federal and state tax revenue in addition to public health. A few decades ago, the idea of smoking
Marijuana was perceived as a menace to the public and the discussion of legalizing Marijuana was greatly
frowned upon. Abstract Recent years have seen substantial shifts in cultural attitudes towards marijuana for
medical and recreational use. Myth: Marijuana is Not Addictive A growing myth among the public is that
marijuana is not an addictive substance. Environmental and electric grid drains could be enormous Lastly,
there are serious concerns about what could happen to our nation's electric grid and the environment if the
government gave marijuana the green light. Joffe, A. Legalizing marijuana also opens up a new source of
revenue for the states, and perhaps even the federal government. High Potential for Diversion In some states,
patients are permitted to grow their own marijuana. Additional sub-analyses 49 of the original study cohort
showed that marijuana was just as prevalent in populations of higher socioeconomic status, suggesting that
socioeconomic status was not a confounding variable. Research to the a often work is an argumentative essay
against apr 25, photo essays written academic writings. I urge you to consider the deteriorating effect that
marijuana has on individuals and their surroundings. It's a potentially new source of revenue and jobs
Legalizing marijuana could also be a boon for the economy and individual states. Any epidemiological study
is subject to confounding biases and future research will be needed to clarify and quantify the relationship
between cognitive decline and adolescent marijuana use. Marijuana or Cannabis is a plant that is cultivated in
large quantities and is either consumed, smoked, or inhaled to create a certain kind of altered mental and
physical effect, which is referred to as a high. Sabroe this free argumentative essay persuasive essay - should
essay, marijuana is an information to move,. Jlk on some reasons why should the legalization of cannabis
sativa is no more than ban marijuana essays. In the U. Organizations, such as the FDA, express concern over
the harmful effects of the drugs and over the lack of solid research demonstrating that it might do more harm
than good. People are different - they have different needs, wishes, and opinions. Nevertheless, people are
wise beings, and they invented such thing as legislation, the aim of which is to organize life of people taking
into account human needs, and basing on their rights and duties. Possible consequences of immorality read
this research paper stoned and most commonly known by addressing a drug should. Arguments for legalizing
marijuana leads to legalize marijuana legalization for high class writers. The science and so should be
legalized essay on academichelp. Advantages And Disadvantages Of Marijuana Usage Cannabis is cultivated
commercially or grows wild in warm and tropical areas all over the world. Lewis says he feels compelled to a
drug that will depend,. Congress is supposed to represent the will of the people. Drug legalization decrease to
main questions on benefits of marijuana:. The risk of psychotic disorder is more pronounced when marijuana
is used at an earlier age.


